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Notes 
 

The performers should each choose one of the two groups of material, one performer selecting group α, the other performer group β. The 

performer who has selected group α will generate five routes through the group of material, while the performer who has selected group β 

will generate four. One of these routes will be performed live by each performer, the others being pre-recorded and diffused during the 

performance; the pre-recorded routes are created, nonetheless, according to exactly the same directions given below. A total of nine routes 

through the piece’s material are, thus, used in any performance of Muses. 
 

In group α, the performer makes routes by combining lines 1–3 with lines 4–7: lines 1, 2, and 3 may be followed by any one of lines 4, 5, 6, or 7; 

similarly, lines 4, 5, 6, or 7 may be followed by any one of lines 1, 2, or 3. The performer of group α, then, should make five combinations of 

lines 1, 2, and 3 with lines 4, 5, 6, or 7. In doing this, one element (line 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7) should not appear at any point and no route may 

appear more than once (such that the route 1–4, for instance, may only appear once, although the route 4–1 might wholly acceptably be 

selected as one of the other four routes alongside it). Other than these restrictions, the performer may begin or end each route with any line 

and may, indeed, use the same line to begin or end routes on multiple occasions. 
 

In group β, the performer makes routes by combining lines a, b, and c: line a may be followed by line b or c; line b by line a or line c; and, line 

c by line a or line b. The performer of group β, then, should make four such combinations of lines a, b, and c. In doing this, no route may 

appear more than once (such that the route a–b, for instance, may only appear once, although the route b–a might wholly be acceptably be 

selected as one of the other three routes alongside it). Other than these restrictions, the performer may begin or end each route with any line 

and may—indeed must—use the same line to begin or end routes on multiple occasions. 
 

In both groups there should be pauses between lines, which may be of (a little) more than a minute in duration. Pauses of various durations 

may precede the beginning of each route, including ones of several minutes. In any case, though at least one route through the material 

should have begun to sound within thirty seconds or so of the piece beginning, there is no expectation that all parts begin to play at the start 

of the piece, nor of any sort of synchronising of entries nor attacks (although if such synchronisation takes place without its being intended, 

this is wholly welcome).  
 

Muses should be extremely quiet throughout, with a general dynamic marking of ca. ppp. 
 

The material of each line is divided into appoggiatura figures and breves: 
 

Appoggiatura figures should be taken as quickly as possible, while still ensuring that every note is cleanly articulated. The notes may 

either be articulated detaché or legato, but all players must agree on a single mode of articulation and that mode of articulation should 

be consistent throughout a performance of the piece, including the pre-recorded elements; 

Breves should have a duration of between 5 and 15 seconds; 



When an M is indicated above a breve, this denotes that, if this line is performed on a clarinet, a multiphonic is desired. In general 

terms, clear pitches are preferable to more ‘dirty’ multiphonics. Where there is no M (including when the line is being performed by 

a singer), the breve should take the form of a continuous glissando to the next appoggiatura note if the next note is nearby, but as a 

fixed pitch if the subsequent note is some distance away. Other sung breves should all be sung as fixed pitches; 

Vocal underlay is provided throughout in the International Phonetic Alphabet, but may be wholly ignored by the clarinettist. 
 

In between groups of appoggiaturas and breves, breaks are indicated in the forms of commas and double bar lines. Commas indicate a pause 

of between 5 and 10 seconds, double bar lines indicate a pause of 10 to 15 seconds. Given the pauses before, after, and between lines in the 

making of routes, general silences may thus occur and are wholly welcome. Similarly, a realisation of the piece which includes no silence is 

entirely acceptable. 
  

In principle, accidentals continue until cancelled; in practice, given the density of the materials, cautionary accidentals are very often 

provided. 
 

The material given is not expected to be performed at the octave transposition given in the score, which is, for convenience, written in C. 

Each line may be begun at any octave transposition possible and, moreover, the clarinettist may choose to use any number and type of 

clarinet in order to expand the range of octave transpositions available. At each break of a comma or a double bar line, a fresh octave 

transposition may be, but does not have to be, selected. The occasional octave leaps indicated may, too, be taken in the opposite direction if 

this is more comfortable. 
 

Muses should have a duration of around 15 minutes. 
 

The musical material for Muses is drawn from Nicolas Gombert’s motet Musae iovis, written on the death of Josquin des Prez. It follows tu as 
navré (2010/11), which drew on Johannes Ockeghem’s lament on the death on Gilles de Bin, called Binchois, Mort, tu as navré, and hamadryads 
(2010), which drew on Josquin’s motet written on the death of Ockeghem, Nymphes de bois. 
 

Muses was written for Noise-Bridge. 
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